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DOHA: A boycott imposed by four Arab nations that accuse
Qatar of supporting terrorism is squeezing the tourism sector
and Doha's hotels which would normally be full in the Eid Al-
Fitr holiday have seen steep falls in their occupancy rates. A
Reuters survey of five major hotels found average occupancy
was around 57 percent at the start of the Eid festival on
Sunday which marks the end of the Ramadan fasting month
when friends and families eat and pray together and take
holidays.

"We're usually packed with Saudis and Bahrainis but not
this year," a staff member at a five-star hotel said. But Qatar's
official news agency QNA cited officials and managers in the
hotel sector reporting hotel occupancy over the holiday peri-
od stood at more than 95 percent and denied reports of low-
er rates. "They pointed to high tourist flows from the
Sultanate of Oman and the State of Kuwait and a significant
increase in demand from domestic tourism," QNA said.

QNA said an offer by some hotels to offer guests staying
two nights at hotels a third night free had helped win high
occupancy and that the sector has shown its ability to "diver-
sify away from traditional markets". Aviation analyst Will
Horton estimated Hamad International Airport, one of the
Middle East's busiest, would handle 76 percent as many
flights in early July compared with the same period last year,
a loss of about 27,000 passengers a day.

The airport said in a statement on Tuesday it had experi-
enced a "very busy" Eid period with 580,000 passengers
passing through between June 19 and June 25. It did not
give comparative figures for last year's Eid. Visitors from the
rest of the Gulf Cooperation Council usually account for
almost half of all visitors to Qatar. So a decision by Saudi
Arabia, the UAE, Bahrain and Egypt to cut diplomatic and
transport ties on June 5 hit traffic hard.

"Doha in early July, assuming the restrictions remain, will
have less capacity than a year ago - a confronting figure for a
region where every month sets year-on-year records," said
Horton, senior analyst at Australia's CAPA Centre for Aviation.
There is no breakthrough in sight for the crisis in which the
four Arab nations issued an ultimatum to Doha to close Al
Jazeera television, curb ties with Iran, shut a Turkish base and
pay reparations. A defiant Doha has denied accusations of
supporting terrorism and says the demands are unrealistic.

Air travel hit
Hundreds of weekly flights to and from Qatar have

already been cancelled because of the dispute. Hamad air-
port stands to lose fees paid by airlines and passengers, as
well as terminal revenue from duty free shops and restau-
rants. Air links suspended by the four Arab states represented
around 25 percent of flights by state-owned Qatar Airways,
one of the region's big three carriers. Qatar Airways, whose
hub is Hamad airport, said on Tuesday that 510,949 of its pas-
sengers had travelled through the airport in the past seven
days. It did not give comparative figures. Qatar Airways Chief
Executive Akbar al-Baker had said on June 14 the majority of
its operations had not been affected by restrictions imposed
by the four Arab states.

Elsewhere in the tourist sector, hotels, restaurants and
other facilities have had to find new sources of services and
goods, in some cases, at higher cost, due to the boycott, said
Rashid Aboobacker, senior director at TRI Consulting in
Dubai. "A substantial drop in visitor arrivals is likely to force
hotel and real estate developers to re-evaluate their strate-

NEW YORK: People look at the New York skyline with the Empire State Building lit in burgundy and white in honor of Qatar Airways and its 10th Anniversary of flying to the United States, as seen from Weehawken, New Jersey on June 27, 2017.
Qatar's sovereign wealth fund in August purchased a 9.9-percent stake in the company that owns the Empire State Building for $622 million. — AFP 
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gies and priorities, potentially causing delays to some of the
ongoing (tourism) projects," he said.

Qatar's World Cup organising committee has said sanc-
tions had not affected preparations for the tournament and
alternative sources for construction materials had been
secured. Qatar has said 46,000 rooms will be available to host
fans by the time of the World Cup. In March, it had 119 hotels
with 23,347 rooms, according to the tourism authority.
Developing business and leisure tourism is part of Qatar's
drive to develop its economy away from reliance on oil and
gas revenue. Doha aims to raise the tourism sector's contri-
bution to GDP to 5.2 percent by 2030 from around 4.1 per-
cent now, while raising the number of people employed by
nearly 70 percent to 127,900. — Reuters 

MEERUT: Businessman Pankaj Jain is so worried about the
impending launch of a new sales tax in India that he is thinking of
shutting down his tiny textile factory for a month to give himself
time to adjust. Jain is one of millions of small business owners
who face wrenching change from India's biggest tax reform since
independence that will unify the country's $2 trillion economy
and 1.3 billion people into a common market.

But he is simply not ready for a regime that from July 1 will
for the first time tax the bed linen his 10 workers make, and
require him to file his taxes every month online. On the desk in
his tiny office in Meerut, two hours drive northeast of New Delhi,
lay two calculators. Turning to open a metal cabinet, he pulled
out a hand-written ledger to show how he keeps his books. "We
will have to hire an accountant - and get a computer," the thick-
set 52-year-old told Reuters, as a dozen ancient power looms
clattered away in the ramshackle workshop next door. Prime
Minister Narendra Modi's government says that by replacing
several federal and state taxes, the new Goods and Services Tax
(GST) will make life simpler for business. To drive home the
point, Bollywood superstar Amitabh Bachchan has appeared in
a promotional video in which he weaves a cat's cradle between
the fingers of his hands - symbolizing India's thicket of old taxes.
With a flourish, the tangle is gone and Bachchan proclaims: "One
nation, one tax, one market!" 

Not so simple
By tearing down barriers between India's 29 states, the GST

should deliver efficiency gains to larger businesses. HSBC esti-
mates the reform could add 0.4 percent to economic growth. Yet
at the local chapter of the Indian Industries Association, which
groups 6,500 smaller enterprises nationwide, the talk is about
how to cope in the aftermath of the GST rollout. "In the initial
months, there may be utter confusion," said chairman Ashok
Malhotra, who runs one firm that manufactures voltage stabilis-
ers and a second that makes timing equipment for boxing con-
tests. A big concern is the Indian GST's sheer complexity - with
rates of 5, 12, 18 and 28 percent, and myriad exceptions, it con-
trasts with simpler, flatter and broader sales taxes in other coun-
tries. The official schedule of GST rates runs to 213 pages and
has undergone repeated last-minute changes. "Rubber goods
are taxed at 12 percent; sporting goods at 18 percent. I make
rubber sporting goods - so what tax am I supposed to pay?"
asks Anurag Agarwal, the local IIA secretary.

Grace period ?
The top government official responsible for coordinating

the GST rollout rebuts complaints from bosses that the tax is

too complex, adding that the IT back-end that will drive it -
crunching up to 5 billion invoices a month - is robust. "It is a
technological marvel, as well as a fiscal marvel," Revenue
Secretary Hasmukh Adhia told Reuters in an interview. The gov-
ernment will, however, allow firms to file simplified returns for
July and August. From September they must file a total of 37
online returns annually - three each month and one at the
year's end - for each state they operate in.

One particular concern is how a new feature of the GST, the
input tax credit, will work. This allows a company to claim
refunds on its inputs and means it should only pay tax on the
value it adds. The structure will encourage companies to buy
from suppliers that are GST-compliant, so that tax credits can
flow down a supply chain. 

That spells bad news for small firms hesitating to shift into
the formal economy. The government estimates smaller com-
panies account for 45 percent of manufacturing and employ
more than 117 million people. Adhia played down the risk of

job losses, however, saying this would be offset by new service
sector jobs.

Demonetisation 2.0
The prospect of disruption is drawing comparisons with

Modi's decision last November to scrap high-value bank notes
that made up 86 percent of the cash in circulation, in a bid to
purge illicit "black money" from the system. The note ban caused
severe disruption to India's cash-driven economy and slammed
the brakes on growth, which slowed to a two-year low in the
quarter to March. "It could throw the business out of gear - it can
affect your volumes by at least 30 percent," said the head of one
large cement company in the Delhi region. Back in Meerut, Pankaj
Jain worries that hiring an accountant and charging 5 percent GST
on his bedsheets could eat up to two-thirds of his annual profits
of 400,000-500,000 rupees ($6,210-$7,760). "I know my costs will
go up, but I don't know about my income," he said. "I might even
have to shut up shop completely and go into trading." — Reuters 

Indian businesses brace for biggest tax reform

NEW DELHI: Indian traders shout slogans as they burn an effigy representing a tax worker during a protest against the
forthcoming Goods and Services Tax (GST) rates. — AFP

NEW DELHI: India's cabinet approved yesterday plans
to sell a stake in state-run Air India as the debt-saddled
carrier struggles to compete with low-cost rivals in one
of the world's fastest-growing airline markets. "A civil
aviation ministry proposal was received by the cabinet
which was given an in principle approval for the disin-
vestment of Air India," finance minister Arun Jaitley said
after the meeting. The cabinet also set up a separate
group, headed by Jaitley, to decide how to move for-
ward with the sale, including the amount of divestment

and other matters related to its assets and debt. Once
the country's monopoly airline, Air India lost market
share to new private players, especially low-cost carri-
ers. Hit by delayed and cancelled flights and a generally
poor service record the flagship carrier began accumu-
lating debts as passengers flocked to an ever-growing
market of competitors. The carrier received a $5.8 billion
bailout package from the government in 2012.
Proposals to privatise the airline have been floated in
the past but stalled. — AFP 
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